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Abstract
We consider the Dirichlet to Neumann operator for abelian Yang-
Mills boundary conditions. The aim is constructing a complex struc-
ture for the symplectic space of boundary conditions of Euler-Lagrange
solutions modulo gauge for space-time manifolds with smooth bound-
ary. Thus we prepare a suitable scenario for geometric quantization
within the reduced symplectic space of boundary conditions of abelian
gauge fields .
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1 Introduction
Passing from Dirichlet to Neumann boundary conditions for a BVP1, on
the boundary ∂M of a smooth manifold M , is a classical problem for PDE.
Some BVP may have an associated Dirichlet to Neumann (D-N) operator,
so that for every solution its Neumann conditions can be recovered from its
Dirichlet conditions and vice versa. See for instance the D-N operator for
case of the scalar Laplace equation in [1] and for k−forms in [2].
∗
hdiaz@umich.mx
1
Use this abbreviation for boundary value problem
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General Boundary Formulation of Classical Fields. In the context
of Classical Field Theories, space-time regions are modeled as smooth ori-
ented n−dimensional manifoldsM with boundary, we will consider compact
regions for simplicity but regions may be general in a broader formalism.
We consider BVP associated to the Euler-Lagrange equations of an action
SM . For linear and affine field theories, the precise description of the space
of boundary conditions of solutions on every region M allows us to adopt an
axiomatic formulation, see [3, 4, 5]. Thus for every region M there exists an
affine space of Euler-Lagrange solutions AM , modeled by a linear space LM .
There exists a linear space L∂M of boundary conditions, given by 1−jets of
solutions of the boundary on a cylinder ∂M × [0, ε] ∼= (∂M)ε ⊆ M, ε > 0.
Within this framework, dynamics is modeled as the Lagrangian embedding
of the linear space LM˜ ⊆ L∂M of boundary conditions of solutions in the
interior of the region M , see [6, 7, 3]. Here we exploit the existence of a
presymplectic structure ω˜Σ in LΣ, associated to every Lagrangian density,
and every hypersurface, that is, on every (n − 1)−dimensional smooth ori-
ented closed submanifold, Σ ⊆ M , see for instance [8]. In the absence of
gauge symmetries, ω˜∂M is non-degenerated. This is the classical part of
a more general formalism referred as General Boundary Field Theories, or
GBFT, see [9].
Geometric Quantization. This setting is well suited for further im-
plementation of geometric quantization. The clue to produce a polarization,
and hence a geometric quantization procedure, in this case is precisely the D-
N operator. It can be used to construct a complex structure for the space of
boundary conditions decomposed as a direct sum of Dirichlet and Neumann
conditions. As an example of this sort of the resulting QFT [10] suggests
scalar quantum field theories in regions provided with a Riemannian metric,
see also [11]. This results rely on the dependence of the polarization on
the first-order boundary data of the Riemannian metric of M restricted to
∂M , see [12]. This is related with conjectures and results claiming that the
jet of the Riemannian metric (or the D-N operator of certain BVP) in the
boundary ∂M , gives a complete characterization of the metric in the interior
M , see [13] and references therein. The existence of a linear isomorphism
between the kernel, K and the range R of the D-N operator and a decompo-
sition, L∂M ≃ K⊕R, yields complex structure J∂M in the symplectic space.
A Hermitian structure arises from the tame complex structure with respect
to the symplectic structure ω˜∂M . It leads to a Hilbert space needed for
holomorphic prequantization, see [4, 3, 14]. Hopefully this process will lead
to an axiomatic framework for a quantum field theory called the General
Boundary Quantum Field Theory GBQFT, as first proposed in [9].
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Gluing. The firsts axiomatic attempts for constructing quantum field
theories within a categorical scenario were Topological Quantum Field The-
ories TQFT, see [15, 10]. Within this setting hypersurfaces would be con-
sidered as objects while regions would be considered as morphisms, namely
cobordisms that model time evolution. A TQFT can be then described as a
”quantum functor” from the cobordisms category onto a suitable ”Hilbert
space Category”. Despite some important examples of TQFTs, for most
applications inconsistencies appear. These are usually avoided with the in-
troduction of some technicalities or special cases. Similarly, the proposal of
a ”classical functor” from the category of morphisms onto a suitable ”Sym-
plectic Category” where objects would be symplectic vector spaces while
morphisms would consist of Lagrangian correspondences has some prevail-
ing technical difficulties. It is proposed that a corrective program sketched
in [16] may endure. GBFT (and its quantum counterpart GBQFT) drops
the functor demand avoiding those issues. It just retains ”gluing rules” from
the axiomatics maintaining the the predictive tools of the theory. Instead
of cobordisms we consider gluing a region M along boundary components
Σ ∼= Σ′, Σ,Σ′ ⊂ ∂M , to obtain a new region M1. We then describe the
relation of the spaces of solutions LM1 and boundary conditions L∂M1 for
the new region arising from those for the old region M . In the classical
scenario this relations would model the space-time evolution, not just time
evolution, of solutions.
General Boundary Formulation of Classical Gauge Fields. In
general the presymplectic structure ω˜∂M in L∂M , associated to the La-
grangian density is degenerate. In the linear and affine case, by taking the
quotient by ker ω˜∂M gauge reduction can be achieved. This was explored in
a previous work [17] where we exposed an axiomatic approach in the GBFT
formalism for abelian gauge fields applying it to the Yang-Mills case, see
also [6, 7].
Main results. Along this work we restrict ourselves to the example
of abelian Yang-Mills fields and follow the quantization program previously
sketched for classical field theories. First we note that there exists a linear
space LM,∂M ⊆ L∂M of topologically admissible solutions in the cylinder,
depending on the topology and the metric of M and of ∂M . Hence gauge
reduction yields a symplectic space
LM,∂M = LM,∂M/L
⊥
M,∂M .
where L⊥M,∂M ⊆ LM,∂M stands for the symplectic orthogonal complement
of LM,∂M regarding the inherited presymplectic structure ω˜∂M |LM,∂M , in
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LM,∂M . In the reduced space a symplectic structure ω∂M is induced by
ω˜∂M . The space of boundary conditions modulo gauge of solutions,
LM˜ =
(
LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M
)
/
(
LM˜ ∩ L⊥M,∂M
)
⊂ LM,∂M
encodes the dynamics of the gauge fields. By considering the D-N operator,
the complex structure is defined for gauge classes of the space of boundary
conditions. We consider certain Yang-Mills BVP, see (37), and construct the
D-N operator, ΛM˜ , that transforms a Dirichlet condition, ϕ
D, of a solution
ϕ, into its corresponding Neumann condition, ϕN = ΛM˜ (ϕ
D). The existence
of a linear isomorphism ker ΛM˜ ≃ ranΛM˜ , and a decomposition, LM,∂M ≃
ker ΛM˜ ⊕ ranΛM˜ , yields complex structure
J∂M : LM,∂M → LM,∂M , J2∂M = −id,
see Theorem 3. The aim is to apply geometric quantization tools for the
holomorphic representation given by this complex structure. This will be
done elsewhere.
Description of sections. In section 2 we give a quick review of the
classical abelian Yang-Mills theory emphasizing its GBFT formulation. A
presymplectic structure is defined in the space of boundary conditions of
solutions on the boundary. In section 3 we apply gauge reduction to ob-
tain symplectic spaces of gauge fields, dynamics is then described in terms
of a Lagrangian relation. This relation consists of the space of boundary
conditions of gauge fields that are solutions. Most of the results on sym-
plectic reduction and Lagrangian relations as described above are contained
in Proposition 3, Proposition 4 and Theorem 1. Furthermore in Theorem
2 we show that the reduced space LM,∂M has finite codimension in the
space L∂M consisting of gauge classes of boundary conditions of solutions
on the cylinder (∂M)ε of the boundary ∂M . In section 4 we propose the
gluing laws that allow to reconstruct the space of solutions of space-time
regions consisting of the gluing regions along boundary components. Gluing
leads to a reduction of this codimension, codimLM1,∂M1 is less or equal to
codimLM,∂M . Intuitively this means that the topological homological com-
plexity of M expressed in ∂M is increased by the gluing process. Section
5 presents the main topic of this work, namely the definition of a complex
structure for boundary conditions associated to the D-N operator. In 6 we
define a Hermitian form on the space of boundary data which associates a
complex Hilbert space to each boundary component.
4
2 Classical abelian gauge Yang-Mills fields
We consider an n−dimensional Riemannian smooth manifoldM with (smooth)
boundary ∂M . We adopt it as a model for a space-time region. We con-
sider connections ϕ′ in a principal fiber bundle with abelian fiber U(1) on
M together with the Yang-Mills action
SM (ϕ
′) =
∫
M
Fϕ
′ ∧ ⋆Fϕ′
where Fϕ
′
denotes the curvature and ⋆ the Hodge star operator on M . We
consider the space of Euler-Lagrange solutions AM . By fixing a particular
solution ϕ′0 ∈ AM , recall that there exists an identification of ϕ′ 7→ ϕ := ϕ′−
ϕ′0, from the affine space AM consisting of connections to the corresponding
linear space
LM =
{
ϕ ∈ Ω1(M) : d⋆dϕ = 0}
for a connection ϕ′, its curvature is locally expressed as dϕ and d⋆ denotes
the codifferential with respect to the Hodge star operator. Gauge quotients
in the abelian case are well defined. For the spaces obtained by gauge equiv-
alence, we will apply the formalism for an affine field theory. Its axiomatic
formalism is given in [3].
2.1 Gauge symmetries
Consider the space of the Euler-Lagrange solutions modulo gauge
AM := AM/G
0
M
where G0M := {df : f ∈ Ω0(M)} stands for the identity component of
the gauge group GM . The gauge action on the space of solutions is by
translations. Hence the space AM is affine with associated vector space
LM . Once we have fixed a solution modulo gauge ϕ
′
0 ∈ AM , there is an
identification [ϕ′] 7→ [ϕ] = [ϕ′]− [ϕ′0] ∈ LM , ∀[ϕ′] ∈ AM .
For a solution, ϕ ∈ LM , take the boundary conditions
ϕD := i∗∂Mϕ, ϕ
N := (−1)n ⋆∂M i∗∂M (⋆dϕ), ∀ϕ ∈ LM (1)
consisting of a Dirichlet condition, ϕD, induced by the inclusion i∂M of ∂M
into M , and a Neumann condition, ϕN , for which the Hodge star operator,
⋆∂M , of the restricted Riemannian metric on ∂M is considered. They define
the space of boundary conditions of solutions LM˜ . The affine space AM˜ is
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the space of boundary conditions of solutions in AM . Consider the affine
map and the corresponding linear map
aM (ϕ
′) =
(
(ϕ′)D, (ϕ′)N
) ∈ AM˜ , ∀ϕ′ ∈ AM (2)
rM (ϕ) =
(
ϕD, ϕN
) ∈ LM˜ , ∀ϕ ∈ LM (3)
respectively. More generally, let rM : Ω
1(M)→ (Ω1(∂M))⊕2 be the projec-
tion to the boundary conditions,
rM (ϕ) :=
(
ϕD, ϕN
)
. (4)
For the closed Riemannian manifold, ∂M , we have the Hodge decomposition
Ωk(∂M) = dΩk−1(∂M)⊕ Hk(∂M) ⊕ d⋆∂MΩk+1(∂M). (5)
Meanwhile, for the manifold with boundary M , recall that we have the
Hodge-Morrey-Friedrichs (HMF) decomposition, see [18]
Ωk(M) = dΩk−1D (M)⊕ HkN (M)⊕
(
H
k(M) ∩ dΩk−1M
)
⊕ d⋆Ωk+1N (M) (6)
where
ΩkD(M) :=
{
α : α ∈ Ωk(M) : i∗∂Mα = 0
}
ΩkN (M) :=
{
β : β ∈ Ωk(M) : i∗∂M (⋆β) = 0
}
Hk(M) :=
{
λ ∈ Ωk(M) : dλ = 0 = d⋆λ}
HkD(M) := H
k(M) ∩ ΩkD(M)
HkN (M) := H
k(M) ∩ ΩkN(M).
Recall also that the differential d acts on the chain complex ΩkD(M), mean-
while the codifferential d⋆ acts on the complex ΩkN (M). The space of har-
monic forms, Hk(M), is infinite dimensional. Nevertheless its boundary
conditioned subspaces, HkN (M),H
k
D(M) ⊂ Hk(M) are finite dimensional.
We define the axial gauge fixing space in the bulk as
ΦAM := LM ∩
(
H
1
N (M)⊕ d⋆Ω2N (M)
) ≃ LM (7)
Notice that the isomorphism follows from the fact that the G0M−orbits are
transverse to ΦAM , see [1] Vol. II Section 9 on divergence-free vector fields.
Proposition 1. For every solution, ϕ ∈ LM , its Neumann condition, ϕN ∈
Ω1(M), is coclosed, i.e.
d⋆∂MϕN = 0 ∀φ = (ϕD, ϕN) ∈ LM˜ .
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Proof. For every ϕ ∈ Ω1(M) there exists an extension ϕ̂N ∈ Ω1(M) of
ϕN ∈ Ω1(∂M), such that ϕN =
(
ϕ̂N
)N
, according to Lemma 1 below. This
means that i∗∂M (⋆dϕ) = i
∗
∂M
(
⋆dϕ̂N
)
. This last assertion implies that
⋆∂M i
∗
∂M (d ⋆ dϕ) = ⋆∂Mdi
∗
∂M (⋆dϕ) =
= ⋆∂Mdi
∗
∂M
(
⋆dϕ̂N
)
= ⋆∂M i
∗
∂M
(
d
(
⋆dϕ̂N
))
.
Thus by the second part of Lemma 1 below:
(−1)n · ⋆∂Md⋆∂MϕN = ⋆∂M i∗∂M (d ⋆ dϕ) = 0.
Last line follows from the fact that ϕ ∈ LM . Therefore ϕN ∈ ker d⋆∂M .
Before we prove Lemma 1 let us fix some notation. Take the components
of the boundary of a region M
∂M = Σ1 ⊔ · · · ⊔Σm, (8)
If we consider the tubular neighborhood, ∂Mε ∼= ∂M × [0, ε], ε > 0, then its
boundary decomposes as
∂(∂Mε) = ∂M ⊔ ∂M ′ ∼= ∂M ⊔ ∂M
where ∂M ′ is homeomorphic to ∂M × {ε} with the orientation induced by
M and where ∂M denotes the same manifold ∂M with inverted orientation.
Without reference to a region M , we define a hypersurface Σ as an (n−
1)−dimensional oriented connected closed smooth manifold. It is provided
with a tubular neighborhood, Σε, diffeomorphic to the cylinder Σ×[0, ε], ε >
0. When we refer to Σ as a boundary component of a region we consider
Σε ⊂M . The boundary of Σε, consists of two diffeomorphic components,
∂ (Σε) = Σ ⊔ Σ′.
It also has a Riemannian structure on Σε. We suppose that there is a
diffeomorphism
X : Σ× [0, ε]→ Σε (9)
where ε > 0 is small enough so that for every initial condition, s ∈ Σ, the
curve, τ 7→ X(s, τ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ ε, is a geodesic normal to Σ. Namely, consider
X as the exponential map, so that these geodesics foliate Σε. Define a
diffeomorphism
XεΣ(·) := X(·, ε) : Σ→ Σ′.
where Σ′ means that we consider Σ′ as a manifold with orientation inverted
with respect to that induced by Σε.
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Lemma 1. For every φ ∈ Ω1(∂M) there exists an extension φ̂ ∈ Ω1(M)
such that
⋆∂M i
∗
∂M
(
⋆dφ̂
)
= (−1)n · φ, ⋆∂M i∗∂M
(
d
(
⋆dφ̂
))
= (−1)n−1 · ⋆∂Md⋆∂Mφ.
Proof. Take φ ∈ Ωk(∂M), and ψε :M → [0, 1] defined as
ψ−1ε (1) = ∂M, dψε |∂M= 0, ψ−1ε (0) = (∂M)′ = Xε∂M (∂M). (10)
Define
φ̂ := ψε · τ · φ(x, τ) ∈ Ω1(M)
where φ ∈ Ω1(∂Mε) is defined as
φ(x, τ) :=
(
X−τ∂M
)∗
φ(x), ∀x ∈ ∂M, 0 ≤ τ ≤ ε. (11)
here (X−τ∂M ) := (X
τ
∂M )
−1. In local expressions,
φ̂ |∂Mε= ψε · τ ·
n−1∑
j=1
φj(x)dx
j
hence
⋆∂M i
∗
∂M
(
⋆dφ̂
)
= ⋆∂M
n−1∑
j=1
φj(x)i
∗
∂M
(
⋆dτ ∧ dxj) =
= ⋆∂M
n−1∑
i=1
φj(x)
(
⋆∂Mdx
j
)
= (⋆∂M⋆∂M ) · φ = (−1)(n−2) · φ = (−1)n · φ,
here we use the relation i∗∂M (⋆dτ ∧ dxj) = ⋆∂Mdxj . This follows from local
considerations as follows:
i∗∂M (⋆dτ ∧ dxj) =
√
|det(hjk)| · h1,j · · · hn−1,j(−1)j ·
· (dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxˇj ∧ · · · ∧ dxn−1) =
=
√∣∣det (hjk)∣∣ · h1,j · · · hn−1,j(−1)j (dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxˇj ∧ · · · ∧ dxn−1) =
= ⋆∂Mdx
j
where hjk denotes the Riemannian metric in ∂Mε, while hjk is the metric
induced in ∂M . By the orthogonality condition for geodesics, hj,n = 0, hnn =
1.
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Furthermore
i∗∂M
(
d ⋆ dφ̂
)
= di∗∂M
(
⋆dφ̂
)
=
d
n−1∑
j=1
φj(x)i
∗
∂M
(
⋆dτ ∧ dxj)
 = (−1)n−2⋆∂M ⋆∂M n−1∑
j=1
d
(
φj(x) · ⋆∂Mdxj
)
=
= (−1)n−1 ⋆∂M d⋆∂Mφ.
Recall that ⋆∂M⋆∂M = (−1)n−2 and d⋆∂M = (−1)(n−1)2+1 ⋆∂M ◦d ◦ ⋆∂M =
(−1) · ⋆∂M ◦ d ◦ ⋆∂M .
2.2 Boundary conditions on hypersurfaces
For a region M , let us consider the BVP{
∆ϕ = 0,
i∗∂Mϕ = φ
D, i∗∂M (d
⋆ϕ) = 0
. (12)
According to [18] for every φD ∈ Ωk(∂M) there exists a solution ϕ ∈ Ωk(M)
of (12). The solution ϕ is unique up to λ ∈ HkD(M). Furthermore, ϕ ∈
Hk(M), see Proposition 3.4.5 in [18]. Recall that in the case ∂M 6= ∅ the
space Hk(M) is infinite dimensional and is different from the space of har-
monic forms i.e. solutions of the Laplace equation, ∆ϕ = 0. Furthermore,
the BVP (12) is equivalent to the following BVP, see [2]{
∆ϕ = 0, d⋆ϕ = 0
i∗∂Mϕ = φ
D,
(13)
therefore dd⋆ϕ = 0 and ∆ϕ = 0, thus d⋆dϕ = 0. Hence ϕ ∈ LM and
φD ∈ i∗∂MLM . Thus every solution to (13) at the same time solves to the
following Yang-Mills BVP{
d⋆dϕ = 0, d⋆ϕ = 0
i∗∂Mϕ = φ
D,
. (14)
Moreover every ϕ ∈ ΦAM is a solution of this BVP.
When M = Σε similar arguments can be adapted in order to prove the
following assertion.
Lemma 2. Let LΣ = L
D
Σ ⊕ LNΣ be the linear space of boundary conditions
φ = (ϕD, ϕN ) ∈ LΣ of solutions, ϕ ∈ LΣε , in the cylinder Σε. Then the
Dirichlet condition ϕD ∈ Ω1(Σ) can be any 1−form in Σ,
LDΣ = Ω
1(Σ)
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Proof. We consider solutions in Σε, whose boundary conditions are defined
only in the bottom boundary component, Σ ∼= Σ×{0}, of ∂Σε. Thus we define
AΣ as the affine space of pairs φ
′ =
(
(φ′)D, (φ′)N
)
as we did in (1). Denote
its corresponding linear space as LΣ. Here we consider the inclusion of one
component iΣ : Σ → Σε instead of the inclusion of the whole boundary
i∂Σε : ∂Σε → Σε.
Recall that the following BVP has a solution, see [18] Lemma 3.4.7, and
[2] Lemma 3, {
d⋆dϕ = 0, d⋆ϕ = 0
i∗Σϕ = φ
D, i∗Σ′ϕ =
(
X−εΣ
)∗
φD,
(15)
for every φD ∈ Ωk(Σ), where iΣ : Σ → Σε, iΣ′ : Σ′ → Σε denote inclusions
and X−εΣ = (X
ε
Σ)
−1. Notice that the boundary condition, φD, is prescribed
just in one component, Σ ( ∂Σε. This proves that LDΣ = Ω
1(Σ).
Lemma 3. Let LΣ = L
D
Σ ⊕ LNΣ be the linear space of boundary conditions,
φ = (ϕD, ϕN ) ∈ LΣ, of solutions, ϕ ∈ LΣε , in the cylinder Σε. Then the
Neumman condition ϕN , is coclosed, d⋆ΣϕN = 0. Furthermore
LNΣ = ker d
⋆Σ .
We have already shown in Proposition 1 that LNΣ ⊆ ker d⋆Σ , here ⋆Σ
stands for the Hodge star operator in Σ. The complete proof will follow
from Lemma 8 and the isomorphism described in Lemma 7 below, where
M = Σε.
There is a presymplectic structure in
(
Ω1(Σ)
)⊕2
inducing a presymplectic
structure in LΣ ⊂
(
Ω1(Σ)
)⊕2
given by
ω˜Σ (φ1, φ2) =
1
2 ([φ1, φ2]Σ − [φ2, φ1]Σ) (16)
for every φi =
(
φDi , φ
N
i
) ∈ (Ω1(Σ))⊕2, see [19], [8]. Here we use the bilinear
map:
[φ1, φ2]Σ :=
∫
Σ
φD1 ∧ ⋆ΣφN2 . (17)
In fact the 1−form
θΣ(η, φ) =
∫
Σ
(η − η0)D ∧ ⋆ΣφN , ∀η ∈ AΣ, ∀φ ∈ LΣ
is a symplectic potential for the translation invariant presymplectic structure
in the affine space, also denoted as ω˜Σ. It also satisfies the translation
invariance condition
[φ1, φ2]Σ + θΣ (η, φ2) = θΣ (φ1 + η, φ2) , ∀η ∈ AΣ, ∀φ1, φ2 ∈ LΣ. (18)
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Lemma 4. The degeneracy space of the bilinear form, ω˜Σ can be described
as
ker ω˜Σ =
{(
dfD, dgN
)
:
(
fD, gN
) ∈ (Ω0(Σ))⊕2} ⊂ (Ω1(Σ))⊕2 .
Proof. Take ϕ0 ∈ ker ω˜Σ, then∫
Σ
ϕD0 ∧ ⋆ΣϕN − ϕD ∧ ⋆ΣϕN0 = 0, ∀ϕ ∈ LΣ.
According to Lemma 8 for every Dirichlet coclosed condition ϕD, d⋆ΣϕD =
0, there exists a solution ϕ ∈ LΣε such that ϕN = 0. It follows that∫
Σ
ϕD ∧ ⋆ΣϕN0 = 0, ∀ϕD ∈ ker d⋆Σ
Hence ϕN0 is orthogonal to ker d
⋆Σ ⊂ Ω0(Σ). By Hodge decomposition ap-
plied to Ω1(Σ), ϕN0 is exact.
Similarly for every coclosed Neumann condition ϕN ∈ ker d⋆Σ there exists
a solution ϕ ∈ LΣε such that ϕD = 0 and∫
Σ
ϕD0 ∧ ⋆ΣϕN = 0, ∀ϕN ∈ ker d⋆Σ .
Hence ϕD0 is exact.
When we consider the gauge group G0Σε acting linearly, ϕ 7→ ϕ + df ,
f ∈ Ω0(Σε), on equivalence classes [ϕ]Σ ⊂ LΣε . Then
ϕ1 ∼Σ ϕ2 iff
(
ϕD1 , ϕ
N
1
)
=
(
ϕD2 , ϕ
N
2
) ∈ LΣ, ∀ϕi ∈ LΣε . (19)
Take the quotient by the stabilizer of the action to obtain the gauge group
for boundary conditions, G0Σ that does not depend on ε > 0.
The G0Σ−action on the Neumann boundary condition is trivial. On the
other hand, the action on the Dirichlet condition can be given explicitly as(
φD, φN
) 7→ ((φ+ df)D, (φ+ df)N) = (φD + d(fD), φN)
where φ =
(
φD, φN
) ∈ LΣ, d(fD) ∈ dΩ0(Σ). Hence we have the following
assertion.
Proposition 2. There is an isomorphism
G0Σ ≃ ker ω˜Σ ∩ LΣ.
where the orbit of 0 under the (free) G0Σ−action is identified with the gauge
group G0Σ.
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Taking the axial gauge as the gauge fixing space of boundary conditions
on the hypersurface, Σ,
ΦAΣ :=
{(
φD, φN
) ∈ LΣ : d⋆ΣφD = 0 = d⋆ΣφN} ⊂ LΣ (20)
we have that ΦAΣ ⊂ LΣ is a linear subspace transverse to theG0Σ−orbits. For
the cylinder Σε, every Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions modulo
gauge can be described by coclosed forms on the boundary, i.e.
LΣ := LΣ/G
0
Σ ≃ (ker d⋆Σ)⊕2 ≃ T (ker d⋆Σ) ≃ ΦAΣ . (21)
This will be proved in Lemma 8.
The linear space LΣ with its presymplectic structure ω˜Σ, yields a sym-
plectic structure in the reduced space, LΣ. We call it ωΣ.
2.3 Regions and hypersurfaces
Take the components of the boundary ∂M of a region M as hypersurfaces
as in (8). We denote the affine space of boundary conditions and its linear
counterpart as
A∂M = AΣ1 × · · · ×AΣm , L∂M = LΣ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ LΣm. (22)
We consider the gauge action G0∂Mε onto equivalence classes of solutions,
[ϕ] ⊂ A∂Mε , where ϕ1 ∼ ϕ2 iff (ϕD1 , ϕN1 ) = (ϕD2 , ϕN2 ) ∈ A∂M . By the
inclusion ∂Mε ⊂ M there is a compatibility of gauge actions in the bulk
and in the boundary i.e. morphisms GM → G0∂Mε . Therefore there is a well
defined gauge group morphisms, GM → G0∂M , explicitly df 7→ (d(i∗∂Mf), 0).
Notice that
dΩ0D(M) ≃ ker
(
G0M → G0∂M
) ⊂ ker rM .
There is also compatibility of gauge actions whose quotients are
A∂M := A∂M/G
0
∂M , L∂M := L∂M/G
0
∂M . (23)
The affine and linear maps from the space of solutions to the corre-
sponding boundary conditions aM : AM → A∂M and rM : LM → L∂M
are compatible with the corresponding gauge group actions in the bulk and
in the boundary respectively, see [17] axiom (A8). There is also a section
G0∂M → G0M , see (29). Hence there are maps from the space of gauge fields in
the interior to the space of Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions modulo
gauge:
aM : AM → A∂M , rM : LM → L∂M . (24)
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Notice that rM (LM ) ≃ rM (ΦAM ). Take the gauge fixing for hypersurfaces
(20) and the Hodge decomposition of ker d⋆∂M , then the axial gauge fixing
space on the boundary is
ΦA∂M :=
[
H
1(∂M) ⊕ d⋆MΩ2(∂M)]⊕2 . (25)
Recall also the linear isomorphism ΦA∂M ≃ L∂M .
3 Gauge reduction
Now we proceed to describe the symplectic reduction for the space L∂M
of boundary conditions of solutions in the cylinder, ∂Mε, in more detail.
Consider the direct sum decomposition (22). We refer to the presymplectic
structure ω˜∂M = ω˜Σ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ω˜Σm .
Define the space of topologically admissible boundary conditions as
LM,∂M :=
{
rM (ϕ) : ϕ ∈ H1N (M)⊕ d⋆Ω2N (M), d⋆∂MϕN = 0
}
. (26)
The space L∂M depends just on the germ of the Riemannian metric of the
cylinder ∂Mε restricted to ∂M and does not depend on the topology of M .
Nevertheless the subspace LM,∂M depends on the metric on the boundary
but also depends on the relative topology of M and ∂M . Notice also that
rM (ΦAM ) ≃ LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M .
Known results, see for instance (2.1) in [2], also [18], elucidate some
topological issues in terms of the De Rham cohomology of M related to the
coisotropic space LM,∂M .
Notice that the presymplectic space LM,∂M contains its linear symplec-
tic orthogonal complement L⊥M,∂M ⊂ LM,∂M , regarding the presymplectic
structure ω˜∂M |LM,∂M . Hence we can consider it as a coisotropic space. The
gauge quotient L∂M is symplectic, when we consider the linear action of
G0∂M = ker ω˜∂M ∩L∂M onto L∂M . This can be summarized in the following
assertion.
Proposition 3. The following are true:
1. There is an isomorphism
L⊥M,∂M = LM,∂M ∩ ker ω˜∂M ≃ LM,∂M ∩G0∂M .
2. The quotient space
LM,∂M := LM,∂M/L
⊥
M,∂M (27)
is a symplectic linear space.
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3. There is an inclusion of spaces LM˜ ∩ L⊥M,∂M ⊂ LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M .
The space of boundary conditions of solutions AM˜ , has corresponding
linear space LM˜ = rM (LM ). The aim is to show that we have a Lagrangian
subspace, LM˜ ⊂ LM,∂M ; where
LM˜ :=
(
LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M
)
/
(
LM˜ ∩ L⊥M,∂M
)
. (28)
This is consistent with the general setting of describing dynamics as La-
grangian relations in linear symplectic spaces, see [16].
Proposition 4. Let 0 +G0∂M ⊂ L∂M be the zero orbit for the gauge (free)
action identified with the gauge group G0∂M . Then
G0∂M ⊂ LM˜ ∩ L⊥M,∂M .
Proof of Proposition 4. Take f ∈ Ω0(∂M), and ψε : M → [0, 1] as in (10).
If we define a function f : (∂M)ε → R as
f(x, t) := (f) ◦ (X−τ∂M )(x, τ), ∀x ∈ Σ, 0 ≤ τ ≤ ε (29)
where X−τ∂M := (X
τ
∂M )
−1.Then f can be extended to M via f˜ := ψε · f .
Furthermore ϕ 7→ ϕ+ df˜ describes an element of GM such that (df˜)D = df
and (df˜)N = 0, i.e. df ∈ GM is a section of the gauge homomorphisms
G0M → G0∂M . Furthermore d⋆ddf˜ = 0. Therefore G0∂M ⊂ LM˜ .
From the very definition of LM,∂M there is an inclusion G
0
∂M ⊂ L⊥M,∂M :
Take ϕ ∈ LM,∂M , then for (df, 0) ∈ dΩ0(∂M)⊕2, then the coisotropy condi-
tion reads as:∫
∂M
ϕD ∧ ⋆∂Md⋆∂M 0−
∫
∂M
df ∧ ⋆∂MϕN = −
∫
∂M
f ∧ ⋆∂Md⋆∂MϕN = 0.
Corollary 1. Since LM,∂M is coisotropic and ker ω˜Σ ≃ G0Σ, then G0∂M =
G0∂M ∩ LM,∂M = L⊥M,∂M .
Thus we have the following linear inclusions
LM˜ = LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M/G0∂M ⊂ LM˜ ⊂ L∂M (30)
LM,∂M = LM,∂M/L
⊥
M,∂M ≃ LM,∂M/G0∂M ⊂ L∂M .
Recall that there is an exact sequence
dΩ0D(M)
  // G0M
// // G0∂M
X8
uu ❴❥
.
There is also an excision given by the map, df 7→ df˜ , defined in (29). Hence
there is a well defined map rM : LM/GM → LM˜/G0∂M , whose image is
rM (LM ) ⊂ LM˜ where LM˜ := LM˜/G0∂M .
For the proof of the following claim use the HMF decomposition on M
and the Hodge decomposition in ∂M .
Proposition 5. We have the isomorphisms: a) ΦAM ≃ LM ; b) ΦA∂M ≃
L∂M ; c) LM˜ ∩ΦA∂M ≃ LM˜/G0∂M . So that the following diagram commutes
LM
rM //
OO

LM˜
  //
OO

L∂MOO

ΦAM rM
// LM˜ ∩ΦA∂M 
 // ΦA∂M
. (31)
Our previous discussion can be resumed in the following result about the
symplectic framework for reduced abelian gauge field theories.
Theorem 1. Consider the linear maps
LM
rM // //❴❴❴
·/G0
∂M✤
✤
✤
LM˜
  //
·/G0
∂M
L∂M
·/G0
∂M
LM
rM // // LM˜
  // L∂M
LM˜
?
OO
  // LM,∂M
?
OO
. (32)
The following are true:
1. The squares of solid arrows commute.
2. The image of the inclusion rM (LM ) ⊂ L∂M is isomorphic to the image
of the inclusion (30) of LM˜ as subspace of L∂M .
3. The spaces LM˜ , LM˜ ,LM˜ , in the middle column, are Lagrangian spaces
contained into (pre)symplectic spaces L∂M , L∂M ,LM,∂M , respectively.
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Recall that L∂M is just presymplectic (coisotropic). We consider the
definition of Lagrangian subspaces as subspaces of coisotropic spaces, see
[6].
Proof of Theorem 1. Part 1 has already been shown. Part 3 is proved inde-
pendently in [7] and [17], see also Theorem 3 below. We prove part 2.
Since ΦAM = LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M , then the following diagram commutes
LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M 
 // LM˜
ΦAM
oo //
·/G0
∂M
OOOO
LM
OOOO
. (33)
Take φ ∈ L∂M and suppose that ϕ ∈ LM is a solution with rM (ϕ) = φ =
(φD, φN ). Take its HMF decomposition
ϕ = ω + d⋆α+ dβ ∈ H1N (M)⊕ d⋆Ω2N (M)⊕ (H1(M) ∩ dΩ0(M)).
Then ϕ0 := d
⋆α solves the BVP{
d⋆dϕ0 = 0,
i∗∂Mϕ0 = i
∗
∂M (d
⋆α), ϕN0 = φ
N
Notice that ϕN = (ω + d⋆α + dβ)N = (d⋆α)N = φN . So ϕN0 = φ
N . On
the other hand we can solve the following BVP for any Dirichlet boundary
condition i∗∂M (ω) ∈ i∗∂MH1N (M), see [2],{
∆ϕ1 = 0, d
⋆ϕ1 = 0
i∗∂Mϕ1 = i
∗
∂M (ω), ϕ
N
1 = 0
in particular d⋆dϕ1 = 0, hence, ϕ1 ∈ LM .
If ϕ2 := ϕ0 + ϕ1 then ϕ2 ∈ ΦAM . Moreover for the Dirichlet condition
ϕD2 = ϕ
D
0 + ϕ
D
1 = i
∗
∂M (d
⋆α) + i∗∂M (ω) = ϕ
D − di∗∂Mβ.
Notice that modulo gauge, ϕD ∼ ϕD2 . Meanwhile for the Neumann condition
we have
ϕN2 = (ϕ0 + ϕ1)
N = ϕN0 + ϕ
N
1 = ϕ
N .
Hence the linear map ϕ 7→ ϕ2 defines a projection LM → ΦAM . The follow-
ing diagram is commutative for the projections
LM // //❴❴❴❴❴

ΦAM
Z:
ss
LM˜
// //❴❴❴ LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M
_?ss
.
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Therefore we can design the following commuting diagram complementing
(33).
LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M // // LM˜ 
 // LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M 
 // LM˜
LM // //❴❴❴❴❴
ffff▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
ΦAM
·/G0
∂M
OOOO
oo // LM
OOOO
Recall Proposition 1. This proves that the image, rM (LM ) ⊂ LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M ,
equals the image of the inclusion LM˜ ⊂ LM˜ ∩ LM,∂M , therefore LM˜ ≃
rM (LM ).
Lemma 5. Take φ ∈ Ωk(∂M), then there exists an extension, φ˜ ∈ Ωk(M),
such that
i∗∂M φ˜ = φ, i
∗
∂M
(
⋆φ˜
)
= 0, i∗∂M
(
⋆dφ˜
)
= 0.
in particular φ˜ ∈ ΩkN (M).
Proof. Define φ as in (11). This φ ∈ Ω1(∂Mε) can be used to define an
extension in M as φ˜ := ψε ·φ, where ψε was defined in (10). Then i∗∂Mφ = φ
and also
i∗∂M
(
⋆φ˜
)
= (X0∂M )
∗
(
⋆φ(x)
)
=
∑
I
φI(x)i
∗
∂M (⋆dx
I) = 0, (34)
Finally
dφ˜ |∂M= d
(
ψε · φ
) |∂M= ψε · d (φ) |∂M= dφ |∂M
Hence i∗∂M
(
⋆dφ˜
)
= i∗∂M (⋆dφ) = 0, since we can obtain local expressions
similar to those in (34) for i∗∂M
(
⋆φ˜
)
.
4 Gluing
Suppose that a region M1 is obtained from a primitive region M by gluing
along Σ,Σ′ ⊂ ∂M . Then ∂M1 ⊂ ∂M . There is a commuting diagram of
linear maps
LM1
//
%%❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
LM
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
LM1,∂M1
lL
ztt
tt
tt
tt
t
LM,∂M r
$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
oooo
L∂M1 L∂M_?
oo
. (35)
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Theorem 2. The reduced space LM,∂M ⊂ L∂M has finite codimension.
Intuitively, the gluing process increases the topological manifestation of
the homology of the interior from the point of view of the boundary. This
can be formalized as an inequality that shows a monotone decreasing of the
codimension mentioned in Theorem 2 as a sequence of gluings is applied.
Namely we have:
codimLM1,∂M1 ≤ codimLM,∂M (36)
The following Lemma will be crucial for the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 6. Suppose that χ˜ ∈ Ω1(M) satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 5,
namely
i∗∂M (⋆χ˜) = 0, i
∗
∂M (⋆dχ˜) = 0.
Then
d⋆∂M (i∗∂M χ˜) = i
∗
∂M (d
⋆χ˜) = i∗∂M (d
⋆χ˜ |∂M ) .
Proof. In local expressions, χ˜ |∂M=
∑n−1
j=1 χj(x)dx
j , and both hypothesis
read as χτ (x, 0) = 0 and ∂τχj(x, 0) = 0, with x ∈ ∂M , for j = 1, . . . , n − 1,
respectively. Here xn = τ is the normal coordinate. In fact they come from
i∗∂M (⋆dχ˜) = 0 with
i∗∂M (⋆dχ˜) =
n−1∑
j=1
∂τ χ˜j(x, 0) · i∗∂M
(
⋆dτ ∧ dxj) .
Hence by local calculations, see for instance [20],
d⋆χ˜ = −
n∑
k,l=1
(
hkl
∂χk
∂xl
−
n∑
r=1
Γrlk · χr
)
=
n−1∑
k,l=1
(
h
kl ∂χk
∂xl
−
n−1∑
r=1
Γ
r
lk · χr
)
=
= d⋆∂Mχ, χ := i∗∂M χ˜.
where Γrlk denote the Christoffell symbols of the Riemannian metric on M ,
while Γ
r
lk denote those of the induced Riemannian metric h on ∂M .
Proof of Theorem 2. First recall that G0∂M acts trivially in the Neumann
boundary conditions, hence
LNM,∂M = L
N
M,∂M/G
0
∂M ≃ LNM,∂M ⊂ ker d⋆∂M
where
LNM,∂M :=
{
0⊕ ϕN : ϕ ∈ H1N (M)⊕ d⋆Ω2N (M)
}
.
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For Dirichlet boundary conditions, define
LDM,∂M := i
∗
∂M
(
H
1
N (M)⊕ d⋆Ω2N (M)
)
take ϕ = κ+ d⋆α ∈ H1N (M)⊕ d⋆Ω2N (M). According to [2]
i∗∂Mκ ∈ i∗∂MH1N (M) ⊂ i∗∂MH1(M) ⊂ H1(∂M) ⊕ dΩ0(∂M)
therefore, the inclusion(
i∗∂MH
1
N (M)
)
/dΩ0(∂M) ⊂ H1(∂M)
has finite dimension, in the finite dimensional space H1(∂M).
On the other hand, for every χ ∈ Ω2(∂M), there exists an extension χ˜,
such that
i∗∂M (⋆χ˜) = 0 = i
∗
∂M (⋆dχ˜) = 0, i
∗
∂M χ˜ = χ,
and
d⋆∂Mχ = i∗∂M (d
⋆χ˜) = d⋆χ˜ |∂M
see Lemmas 5 and 6. Hence d⋆∂MΩ2(∂M) ⊂ i∗∂M
(
d⋆Ω2N (M)
)
. Therefore
when we consider the action of G0∂M on i
∗
∂M
(
d⋆Ω2N (M)
)
, we have
LDM,∂M/G
0
∂M ⊂ H1(∂M) ⊕ d⋆∂MΩ2(∂M) = LD∂M
has finite codimension.
5 Complex structure for boundary conditions
We claim that the Dirichlet to Neumann operator yields a complex structure
for the space of boundary conditions. We consider a space-time region M
that is a Riemannian smooth manifold with (smooth) boundary ∂M .
5.1 Dirichlet to Neumann operator on k−forms
For k−forms several proposals have been explored, see references in [2].
Recall that every solution of (13) is also a solution to the Yang-Mills BVP
given in (14). Every solution of (14) induces in turn a solution to the
following less restrictive Yang-Mills BVP{
d⋆dϕ = 0,
i∗∂Mϕ = φ
D, i∗∂M (d
⋆ϕ) = 0
. (37)
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We define the Dirichlet to Neumann operator associated to the region M
and to the BVP (37) as
ΛM˜
(
φD
)
:= (−1)kn ⋆∂M i∗∂M (⋆dϕ) . (38)
Remark that we adopt the convention of Dirichlet to Neumann operator
ΛM˜ : Ω
k(∂M) → Ωk(∂M), instead of Λ : Ωk(∂M) → Ωn−k(∂M) given in
[2] and references therein. The motivation for this choice is to consider the
graph of this operator contained in a tangent space TΩk(∂M), rather than
contained in the cotangent space T ∗Ωk(∂M). This is consistent with our
Lagrangian approach rather than with a Hamiltonian framework for gauge
fields. The D-N operator ΛM˜ is a closed, positive definite one, see [2].
In particular, if we consider a solution ϕ whose boundary condition has
no Neumann component, i∗∂M (⋆dϕ) = 0, then ϕ
D ∈ ker ΛM˜ . Hence by
Lemma 6, i∗∂M (d
⋆ϕ) = d⋆∂MφD. The boundary condition, i∗∂M (d
⋆ϕ) = 0,
implies
ker ΛM˜ ⊂ ker d⋆∂M . (39)
The proof of the following result follows Lemma 3.2 in [2].
Lemma 7. There exists an isomorphism jM˜ : ker ΛM˜ → ranΛM˜ , defined as
the composition of linear maps jM˜ = (j
N )−1 ◦ ⋆∂M ◦ jD, where:
jD : ker ΛM˜ →
i∗∂M
(
HkN (M)⊕ d⋆Ωk+1N (M)⊕
⊕ (Hk(M) ∩ dΩk−1(M))) ∩ ker d⋆∂M ,
jN : ranΛM˜ →
i∗∂M
(
H
n−1−k
D (M)⊕ dΩn−2−kD (M)⊕
⊕ (Hn−1−k(M) ∩ dΩn−2−k(M))) ∩ ker d∂M .
In fact since the G0∂M−action acts trivially in ker d⋆∂M ⊂ LDM,∂M , we
have the inclusion
jD : ker ΛM˜ → LDM,∂M ∩ ker d⋆∂M ≃ LDM,∂M
where LDM,∂M := L
D
M,∂M/G
0
∂M .
Proof of Lemma 7. Define the map jD(ϕ) := ϕD = i∗∂Mϕ, where ϕ is the so-
lution with ϕN = 0 of the BVP (37). According to the HFM decomposition,
we have ϕ = ψ + ρ, where
ψ ∈ HkD(M)⊕ dΩk−1D (M),
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ρ ∈ HkN (M)⊕ d⋆Ωk+1N (M)⊕
(
H
k(M) ∩ dΩk−1(M)
)
.
Notice that ρD = ϕD. Consider the following BVP{
dλ = 0,
i∗∂Mλ = ⋆∂Mϕ
D (40)
we claim that if d⋆∂MϕD = 0, or equivalently d(⋆∂Mϕ
D) = 0, then there
exists a solution
λ ∈ Hn−1−kD (M)⊕ dΩn−2−kD (M)⊕
(
H
n−1−k(M) ∩ dΩn−2−k(M)
)
to (40). For this, define λ = ⋆˜∂MϕD. Hence ⋆λ = dµ + γ, where
γ ∈ Hk+1N (M)⊕ d⋆ΩkN (M), dµ ∈
(
H
k+1(M) ∩ dΩk(M)
)
.
Notice that dµ is harmonic in M , so d⋆dµ = 0. We claim that
(jN )−1 (i∗∂M (λ)) = (−1)nk ⋆∂M i∗∂M (⋆dµ) ∈ ranΛM˜ .
The equality ⋆ ⋆ λ = ⋆dµ + ⋆γ implies that
(−1)(n−1−k)(1+k)i∗∂Mλ = i∗∂M (⋆ ⋆ λ) = i∗∂M (⋆dµ+ ⋆γ) =
= i∗∂M (⋆dµ)
since ⋆γ ∈ ΩD(M). Hence
⋆∂M i
∗
∂M (⋆dµ) =
(−1)(n−1−k)(1+k) ⋆∂M i∗∂Mλ = (−1)(n−1−k)(1+k) ⋆∂M ⋆∂MϕD
= (−1)(n−1−k)(1+k) · (−1)k(n−1−k) · ϕD = (−1)n−1−kϕD
Thus (−1)nk ⋆∂M i∗∂M (⋆dµ) = (−1)nk · (−1)n−1−k · ϕD. Therefore
(jN )−1 (i∗∂M (λ)) = (−1)(n−1)(k+1)ϕD
or
(−1)(n−1−k)(1+k) · [(jN )−1 ◦ (⋆∂M jD)] (ϕD) = (−1)(n−1)(k+1)φD[
(jN )−1 ◦ (⋆∂M jD)] (ϕD) = (−1)k(1+k) · ϕD. (41)
By gauge choice we can consider a solution µ such that d⋆dµ = 0, but also
i∗∂M (d
∗µ) = 0. This solves (37).
Notice that for 1−forms, k = 1, we have jM˜ (ϕD) = ϕD.
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5.2 Tame complex structure
By (39) there exists an inclusion
⋆∂M ◦jN : ranΛM˜ → ker d⋆∂M . (42)
Furthermore we can define the operator J on ker ΛM˜ ⊕ ranΛM˜ , as(
0 − (jM˜)−1
jM˜ 0
)
: ker ΛM˜ ⊕ ranΛM˜ → ker ΛM˜ ⊕ ranΛM˜ . (43)
This is a complex structure which is tame with respect to the symplectic
structure ω∂M |LJ . There is a linear inclusion
LJ := L
D
J ⊕ LNJ ⊂ ΦA∂M ∩ LM,∂M ≃ LM,∂M
where
LDJ := j
D
(
ker ΛM˜
) ⊂ LDM,∂M , LNJ := ⋆∂M ◦ jN (ranΛM˜) ⊂ LNM,∂M .
The taming condition is
g∂M |LJ (·, ·) = 2ω∂M |LJ (·, J ·),
the bilinear form g∂M can be explicitly calculated as
g∂M (φ1, φ2) =
∫
∂M
φD1 ∧ ⋆∂MφD2 + φN1 ∧ ⋆∂MφN2 ∀φi ∈ L∂M , i = 1, 2.
that is positive definite in Φ∂M ⊂ L∂M . This allows us to prove the following
result.
Theorem 3. The following are true:
(i) There exists an isomorphism
LM,∂M ≃ LJ ⊂ L∂M .
(ii) The operator J satisfies J2 = −Id, hence J is a complex structure
J : LM,∂M → LM,∂M .
(iii) L∂M is isomorphic to a symplectic subspace of the linear spaces L∂M .
(iv) The inclusion LM˜ ⊂ LM,∂M is a graph (of a linear isomorphism).
(v) LM,∂M decomposes as a direct sum LM˜ ⊕ JLM˜ .
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(vi) rM (LM ) = LM˜ ⊂ LM,∂M is a Lagrangian subspace.
Proof. Part (ii) follows from our previous comments. Part (iv) follows form
uniqueness of solutions of (14) which in turn follows from uniqueness of
solution to the corresponding BVP up to λ ∈ H1D(M). Part (v) follows from
(i) and (iv). Part (vi) follows from (iv), see [6, 7].
Assertion (i) needs to be proven. Notice that LDJ ⊕ LNJ ⊂ (ker d⋆∂M )⊕2
hence there is an inclusion LJ ⊂ LM,∂M . Furthermore LJ is a symplectic
space because it is a complex space for J tame.
We just need to prove that LJ = LM,∂M . In fact we need L
D
M,∂M ⊂ LDJ
or
LDM,∂M ⊂ i∗∂M
(
ker ΛM˜
)
. (44)
Take ϕ = ω + d⋆α ∈ H1N (M)⊕ d⋆ΩN (M). Recall that that
i∗∂MH
1
N (M) = H
1(∂M)⊕ dΩ0(∂M)
hence i∗∂Mω = λ+ dγ. Recall also that there exists ω1 ∈ Ω1(M) solving the
BVP {
∆ω1 = 0, d
⋆ω1 = 0
i∗∂M (ω1) = λ, i
∗
∂M (⋆dω1) = 0.
Notice that ω1 also solves the Yang-Mills BVP{
d⋆dω1 = 0, d
⋆ω1 = 0
i∗∂M (ω1) = λ, i
∗
∂M (⋆dω1) = 0.
Also i∗∂M (ω1) ∈ ker ΛM˜ .
Now we show that ω − ω1 = 0. For every ϕ1 ∈ LM,∂M
ω∂M (rM (ω − ω1), rM (ϕ1)) =
∫
∂M
(ω−ω1)D∧⋆∂MϕN1 −
∫
∂M
ϕD∧⋆∂M (ω−ω1)N .
According to the results in [2], ω1 is also harmonic, ω1 ∈ H1N (M). Hence
ωN1 = 0,
ω∂M (rM (ω − ω1), rM (ϕ1)) =
∫
∂M
(ω − ω1)D ∧ ⋆∂MϕN1 =
=
∫
∂M
dγ ∧ ⋆∂MϕN1 =
∫
∂M
γ ∧ ⋆∂Md⋆∂MϕN1 = 0.
Recall Proposition 1 for the last equality. Therefore, by non-degeneracy of
the symplectic form ω∂M , i
∗
∂M (ω) = i
∗
∂M (ω1) ∈ ker ΛM˜ .
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5.3 Complex structure for hypersurface solutions
Recall that for a hypersurface Σ we have a cylinder Σε provided with a Rie-
mannian metric, ∂Σε = Σ⊔Σ′. We also have a diffeomorphism XεΣ : Σ→ Σ′,
where Σ′ means reversed orientation with respect to the orientation on Σ′,
this orientation is induced by the orientation in the interior, Σε. We prove
explicit local existence results. These are rather well known arguments.
General local existence results for non-abelian Yang-Mills fields may be
found in [21], references therein deal with the abelian case. we consider
the D-N operator associated to the hypersurface Σ defined as:
ΛΣ˜ε(φ
D) := (−1)n ⋆Σ i∗Σ (d ⋆Σε ϕ) , φD ∈ ker d⋆Σ ⊂ Ω1(Σ) (45)
where ϕ is a solution to (15), by considering M = Σε and the associated
D-N operator.
We have already shown in (39) that ker ΛΣ˜ε ⊂ ker d⋆Σ . We just need
to prove that the inclusion is surjective. Consider a solution ϕ to the BVP
(37), we just need to prove that i∗Σ(⋆dϕ) = 0.
Lemma 8. We have the isomorphisms ker d⋆Σ ≃ ker ΛΣ˜ε ≃ ranΛΣ˜ε .
Proof. Take the local expression
ϕ =
n−1∑
i=1
ϕidx
i + ϕτdτ ∈ Ω1(Σε),
hence [20]
d⋆ϕ = −
n∑
k,l=1
hkl ∂ϕk
∂xl
−
n∑
j=1
Γjklϕj
 =
= −hττ ∂ϕτ
∂τ
−
n−1∑
l=1
hτl
∂ϕτ
∂xl
−
n−1∑
k=1
hkτ
∂ϕk
∂τ
+
+
n−1∑
l=1
n∑
j=1
Γjτ lϕj +
n−1∑
k=1
n∑
j=1
Γjkτϕj +
n∑
j=1
Γjττϕj
−
n−1∑
j,k=1
hkl ∂ϕk
∂xl
−
n−1∑
j=1
Γ
j
klϕj

where we consider Christoffel symbols. Because of the orthogonality con-
dition gnk(0) = δn,k the Kronecker delta for k = 1, . . . , n − 1, n. Since τ
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is the time parameter for geodesics, hence the Christoffel symbols with τ
index vanish Γ·τ · = 0 = Γ
·
·τ , see [22]. We also have orthonormality along the
geodesic so
hττ (s, τ) = 1, hτi(s0, τ) = h
iτ (s0, τ) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Therefore, we have a simplified local expression for the divergence d⋆ϕ,
d⋆ϕ(s0, τ) = −∂ϕτ
∂τ
−
n−1∑
j,k=1
hkl ∂ϕk
∂xl
−
n−1∑
j=1
Γ
j
klϕj

or
d⋆ϕ(s0, τ) = −∂ϕτ
∂τ
+ d⋆Στ (i∗Στϕ) (46)
where Στ := XτΣ(Σ) ⊂ Σε, (s, τ) ∈ Σ × [0, ε]. Here i∗Στ := X−τΣ : Στ → Σ.
This equation remains valid along the geodesic γs(τ), for every s ∈ Σ.
The condition d⋆ϕ = 0 can be achieved once we solve the ODE for every
fixed initial condition in s ∈ Σ{
∂ϕτ
∂τ = d
⋆Στ ητ
ϕτ (s, 0) = ϕ
0(s)
(47)
where ητ := i∗Στϕ ∈ Ω1(Στ ), and ϕτ (s) := ϕτ (s, τ) ∈ Ω0(Σ), ∀τ ∈ [0, ε].
On the other hand by Cartan’s Formula, L∂τϕ = ∂τx(dϕ) + d (∂τxϕ),
locally
L∂τϕ =
n−1∑
j=1
(∂τϕj − ∂jϕτ )dxj
+
n−1∑
j=1
(∂jϕτ )dx
j + ∂τϕτdτ

= ∂τxdϕ+ dϕ
τ + ∂τϕτdτ
or
L∂τϕ = ∂τxdϕ+ dϕτ + (d⋆Στ ητ ) dτ (48)
where we use (47). Recall that
i∗Στ (⋆dϕ) = i
∗
Στ
⋆ n−1∑
j=1
(∂τϕj) dτ ∧ dxj
+ i∗Στ
⋆ n−1∑
j=1
(∂jϕτ ) dx
j ∧ dτ
 =
=
n−1∑
j=1
∂τϕj(⋆Στ dx
j)−
n−1∑
j=1
∂jϕτ (⋆Στdx
j).
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If we apply ⋆Στ i
∗
Στ to (48) then we have the relation
⋆Στ i
∗
Στ (L∂τϕ) = i∗Στ (⋆dϕ) + ⋆Στ (dϕτ ). (49)
Solving the (n − 1)−dimensional ODE{
∂ητ
∂τ = dϕ
τ
ητ (s, 0) = φD(s)
(50)
is equivalent to i∗Στ (L∂τϕ) = (dϕτ ). Hence by (49) we have i∗Στ (⋆dϕ) = 0.
When we take the differential d in (49) we have
i∗Στ (d ⋆ dϕ) = di
∗
Στ (⋆dϕ) = 0.
In order to find a solution to the ODE (50) we just need to prescribe a dif-
ferentiable 1−parameter family, ητ ∈ Ω1(Σ). Its velocity should be constant
and exact, in fact ∂τη
τ = df . Thus if we define ϕτ = ϕ0 = f , then we have
suitable initial conditions for solving this ODE. Once we have found ητ we
solve the ODE (47) to obtain ϕτ .
Recall that the space of exact forms is transverse to the space of d⋆Σ−
coclosed forms, then for small τ > 0, the trajectory ητ is transverse to the
space of d⋆Στ−coclosed forms. Therefore we could choose ητ in such a way
that d⋆Στ ητ = 0. In this case (47) yields ϕτ constant.
Since i∗Στ (⋆dϕ) = 0, then ∂τϕj = ∂jϕτ . Thus ⋆dϕ = ξ ∧ dτ where ξ has
no normal components, i∗Στ (⋆ξ) = 0, and i
∗
Στ (ξ) = i
∗
Στ (⋆dϕ). Thus as we
differentiate ⋆dϕ, we take derivatives ∂i along Σ
τ and do not use derivatives
∂τ . Therefore
d ⋆ dϕ = dξ ∧ dτ = d ((XτΣ ◦ i∗Στ )(⋆dϕ)) ∧ dτ = 0.
Thus ϕ is a local solution for Yang-Mills such that d⋆ϕ = 0, ϕN = 0 and
ϕD = φD. This proves ker ΛΣ˜ε ≃ ker d⋆Σ .
Because of the uniqueness of the solution of the BVP (15), up to λ ∈
H1D (Σε) the following statement follows.
Theorem 4. The D-N operator ΛΣ˜ε does not depend on ε > 0. Thus we
can define the D-N operator depending exclusively on the hypersurface Σ, as
ΛΣ := ΛΣ˜ε .
Finally define a complex structure JΣ in LΣ := (ker d
⋆Σ)⊕2 as in (43).
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5.4 Complex structure for Euler-Lagrange solutions
Define the D-N operator associated to the boundary ∂M by considering the
direct sum of the operators defined in (45),
Λ∂M
(
φD
)
:=
m⊕
i=1
ΛΣi
(
φDi
) ∈ m⊕
i=1
Ωk(Σi).
Then there exists a complex structure J∂M in
ker Λ∂M ⊕ ranΛ∂M ≃ L∂M .
The complex structure J∂M : L∂M → L∂M , defines also a complex struc-
ture in the affine space A∂M , which is covariant with respect to translations.
Theorem 5. The complex space (LM,∂M , J) is a J∂M−complex subspace of
(L∂M , J∂M ).
Proof. The proof follows from the commutativity of the following diagram
kerΛ∂M ⊕ ranΛ∂M J∂M // ker Λ∂M ⊕ ranΛ∂M
ker ΛM˜ ⊕ ranΛM˜
?
OO
J // ker ΛM˜ ⊕ ranΛM˜
?
OO
Notice that for 1−forms (−1)(n−1)(k+1) = 1, in the definition of J∂M given
in (43) that uses (41).
Proposition 6. For the affine symplectic subspace A∂M := ϕ0 + LM,∂M ⊂
A∂M , there exists a decomposition as AM˜ ⊕ J∂MLM˜ where AM˜ = ϕ0+LM˜ .
6 Hermitian structure
In order to implement geometric quantization for the reduced space A∂M ,
we need to describe a suitable Hermitian structure on L∂M .
Let us consider a hypersurface Σ. The linear space LΣ is completed
to a complex separable Hilbert space with Hermitian metric, {·, ·}Σ, such
that the imaginary part equals ωΣ(·, ·) = 12ℑ{·, ·}Σ, while the real part is
gΣ(·, ·) := ℜ{·, ·}Σ. Multiplication by
√−1 in the complex Hilbert space
structure can be defined in terms of a complex structure JΣ on the real
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vector space LΣ. The complex structure JΣ is tame with respect to the
symplectic structure ωΣ,
gΣ(·, ·) = 2ωΣ(·, JΣ·).
The positive definite bilinear form gΣ can be explicitly calculated as
gΣ (φ1, φ2) =
∫
Σ
φD1 ∧ ⋆ΣφD2 + φN1 ∧ ⋆ΣφN2 ∀φi ∈ LΣ, i = 1, 2. (51)
Define a tame complex structure JΣ : LΣ → LΣ as in (43),
JΣ
(
φD, φN
)
=
(−φN , φD) , ∀φ = (φD, φN) ∈ LΣ. (52)
Involution under the complex linear product is conjugate, i.e. {φ, φ′}Σ =
{φ, φ′}Σ for all φ, φ′ ∈ LΣ. Thus for the gauge reduced spaces we hope we
can fulfill the axioms for classical affine field theories as is shown in [4, 3].
7 Outlook: Holomorphic Quantization
We have exposed the gauge symplectic reduction for abelian Yang-Mills
fields. The aim of this work is to give a step towards geometric quanti-
zation of abelian Yang-Mills theories. We have completed the description
for an affine field theory for gauge fields, see [11, 12] for scalar fields. The
framework we have followed is the General Boundary Field Theory setting,
see [9]. We have established the remaining main ingredients necessary for
applying the tools exposed in [3, 4]. Namely the existence of a complex
structure, J∂M , taming the symplectic structure ω∂M in the space of bound-
ary conditions modulo gauge. Another direction is the case of space-time
regions with corners. Here the lack of differentiability of the boundary ∂M
on the stratified space of corners imposes difficulties in defining the complex
structure.
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